
Typical Applications

Notice
Installation of this product should only be performed by trained, qualified and experienced personnel. Installation instructions for this product 
should be read thoroughly before installation is performed. The manufacturer and supplier of this product disclaims any liability or responsibility
for the results of improper or unsafe installation practice

Rosenberger Site Solutions, LLC, 102 Dupont Drive, Lake Charles, LA 70607, www.RLSS.us, 1(866)598-5250, rlss@rlss.us

Product Description

NOTHanger hardware kit not included, order separately.

Part Number                                       Description                                                         Quantity

Insert CADWELD PLUS package 
into mold (optional: use with or 
without cover/baffle)

Attach control unit termination clip 
to ignition strip

Press and hold control unit switch 
and wait for the ignition

Open the mold and remove the 
expended steel cup - no disposal 
required
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CADWELD Plus Shots
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The ultimate welded connection that will never loosen, corrode or increase in resistance just got BETTER. CADWELD PLUS is thelatest advancement in the continuing evolvement of ERICO’s exothermic products. Since its development in 1938, CADWELD electrical connections have become recognized as the ultimate connection for rail, cathodic, power and grounding applications. ERICO has established itself as the worldwide connections leader. CADWELD PLUS continues this tradition of technical leadership.
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CWMP 32PLUSF20 		Cadweld Plus Weld Metals (White) 			EaCWMP 45PLUSF20 		Cadweld Plus Weld Metal (Light Blue) 			EaCWMP 65PLUSF20 		Cadweld Plus Weld Metal (Dark Green) 			EaCWMP 90PLUSF20 		Cadweld Plus Weld Metal (Gray) 				EaCWMP 115PLUSF20 		Cadweld Plus Weld Metal (Orange) 			EaCWMP 150PLUSF20 		Cadweld Plus Weld Metal (Dark Blue) 			EaCWMP 200PLUSF20 		Cadweld Plus Weld Metal (Yellow) 			EaCWMP 250PLUSF20 		Cadweld Plus Weld Metal (Purple) 			Ea
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